OVERNIGHT STAYS AT MARINA
BERTH #69, REDOUBT STREET, TAUPO MARINA
“EXPLORER”
Thank you for choosing the “Explorer” houseboat for your overnight stay(s).
The key is for the padlock on the back door.
You can then access the boat via this door or slide open the windows at the front
and access the boat from there.
Please take care not to fall into the water!
1.
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6.

7.
8.
9.

Roll up grey tarp and secure into place with straps.
Turn on switch marked “house” battery located to the right of the entrance
door by turning red switch to on.
Turn on water pump and fridge switches located near fridge.
Turn on gas bottles outside beside BBQ. One is for the hot water and gas
cooker inside and the other is for the BBQ
Please only flush toilet when absolutely necessary otherwise the holding tank
may fill up. “If it’s brown flush it down, if it’s yellow let it mellow”
To turn on stereo in lounge area you will need to turn on the middle switch on
the front panel of the cupboard. Press (SCR) to get it to the radio station and
then tune. There is also CD/radio upstairs in helm area (can plug an ipod into
this)
To access upstairs, undo bolts to hatch and slide forward. Hatch cover also
converts into table (use supports in helm area).
Please ensure curtain near stove is pushed well away from it when in use
Relax and enjoy!
UPON DEPARTURE
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Please leave clean and tidy and take all rubbish with you
Turn off all switches eg. Fridge, water pump, stereo, lights
TURN OFF GAS at gas cylinders
Close all doors and windows
Ensure all plastic chairs are put back where you found them
Close hatch in bunk room
Close hatch above stairwell and bolt
Make sure you have all your belongings and then close and lock the door
TURN OFF BATTERIES
Lower grey tarp
Return keys to where you found them

A full list of further instructions are located on the boat.
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